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definitely. It is not, as in England, a visitor who is half
in and half out of your house the whole time. The
trouble with the rain in Iraq is, as I have mentioned, that
it quickly turns the ground into a sticky mess, and every-
body has to walk about in gum boots.
Snow falls in the hills of Northern Mesopotamia in the
winter; occasionally it comes down as far south as the
Mail Route, but more usually the cold is not severe, except
on a winter night with a strong wind. Then if you are
sleeping out on the Mail Route, you are glad to roll your-
self up in your sleeping-bag with every blanket you can
lay hands on. If the worst comes to the worst, you can
sleep in your Sidcot flying suit, only this is rather stuffy,
If you had flown over the eastern part of the Mail Route
only in the heat of summer when everything was dry and
arid, and you then flew over it again when it was cold or
rainy, you would not think you were in the same country.
You might look at some place where you had simply
ached for the sight of water, and there it would be, a dark
purple flood. It is indeed a country of violent contrast.
If you leave Baghdad when it is just warming up in
May, you may find it quite cold at Ziza. I have finished
up the Mail with my pyjamas on underneath my uni-
form, because I had nothing else extra that I could find to
keep me warm when flying over the Judaean Hills. In
Palestine the hills draw to themselves masses of cumulus
cloud in the winter months, and frequently in autumn and
spring too. These clouds form quite a serious bar to
flying across the hills, because they often come down and
rest on top of them. Egypt too is a more cloudy place
than Iraq, and you often get fleecy white clouds in summer
just like England, which you practically never do in Iraq.
There is little mist or fog in Iraq, except occasionally in

